Call for Special Issue Proposals
The International Journal of Big Data Management (www.inderscience.com/ijbdm)

The International Journal of Big Data Management (IJBDM) invites scholars to submit special issue proposals on scorching, high-potential emerging topics, relevant to the core focus of IJBDM that can be consulted at the IJBDM home page (www.inderscience.com/ijbdm). An IJBDM special issue proposal should consist of:

- a title of the special issue;
- a concise discussion on the motivation/need for new insights on the proposed topic, along with the aim of the special issue;
- a list of potential research questions and/or the relevant topics of interest, appropriate to the special issue;
- a timeline of the special issue (e.g. manuscripts due by, notification to authors, first revised papers due by, publication of the special issue etc.);
- the guest editor(s)’ plan on how to source highly rigour scientific papers for their special issue (e.g. approaching to the internationally recognised scholars in the field, significantly revised, re-written and expanded papers from an academic conference, organising special issue author workshop etc.);
- the full name, affiliation, and contact email of the guest editors, along with the web link of their profile page or CV.
- the list of potential contributors/authors (where available).

The IJBDM editorial board will consider the proposal based on the following criteria:

- the relevance of the proposal, related to the core focus of IJBDM;
- the novelty of the proposal;
- guest editor(s) background and extant authority and contribution to the core focus of IJBDM.

IJBDM special issues usually comprise 8 – 12 papers. Alongside the regular special issue papers from other contributors, the guest editor(s) should write/publish (1) a regular literature review paper as the introductory paper of the special issue, along with writing (2) a guest editorial note for their special issue.

All IJBDM papers should not have been previously published nor be currently under consideration for publication elsewhere. (N.B. Conference papers may only be submitted if the paper has been completely re-written and if appropriate written permissions have been obtained from any copyright holders of the original paper). The IJBDM author guidelines can be accessed here: https://www.inderscience.com/mobile/inauthors/index.php?pid=71#conf. The guest editors will process the IJBDM special issue papers on the IJBDM online manuscript portal (https://www.inderscience.com/mobile/inauthors/index.php?pid=73), under the supervision of an IJBDM Editorial Board Member.

All special issue proposals and any relevant inquiries should be sent to IJBDM.Editor@gmail.com.